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Optical properties of directly excited erbium 共Er3+兲 ions have been studied in silicon rich silicon
oxide materials codoped with Er3+. The spectral dependence of the direct excitation cross section
共dir兲 of the Er3+ atomic 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition 共around 0.98 m兲 has been measured by time
resolved -photoluminescence measurements. We have determined that dir is 9.0⫾ 1.5
⫻ 10−21 cm2 at 983 nm, at least twice larger than the value determined on a stoichiometric SiO2
matrix. This result, in combination with a measurement of the population of excited Er3+ as a
function of the pumping flux, has allowed quantifying accurately the amount of optically active
Er3+. This concentration is, in the best of the cases, 26% of the total Er population measured by
secondary ion mass spectrometry, which means that only this percentage could provide optical gain
in an eventual optical amplifier based on this material. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
关doi:10.1063/1.3253753兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Er doped materials have been subject of an extensive
research on the last decades, principally since they are used
as the active media for fiber optical amplifiers and lasers
operating at 1.55 m in long-haul communications technology. In planar optical amplifiers or lasers integrated in photonic circuits, where small overall sizes are required, the
presence of Er3+ sensitizers allows achieving high degrees of
population inversion for low pumping fluxes even if reasonably high Er3+ concentrations are present.1 During the last
years, Si nanoclusters 共Si-nc兲 embedded in a SiO2 matrix
have become one of the most promising Er3+ sensitizers. In
fact, the presence of Si-nc significantly enhances and broadens in energy the effective excitation cross section 共eff兲 of
the Er3+ ions as a result of an efficient energy transfer
mechanism.2,3 The restrictive conditions to be fulfilled for a
pumping source could be thus relaxed, and either electrical4
or low-power broadband light sources5 would be possible. In
addition, this composite material is fabricated using standard
silicon complementary metal-oxide semiconductor processes. Great efforts have been dedicated by a broad scientific community during the last years toward understanding
the physics of the system and overcoming the small percentages of the total Er population that can take advantage of the
indirect excitation mechanism.6–9 However, the complete understanding of the indirect excitation mechanism is still under debate. Recently, even the role of the Si-nc in the indirect
transfer has been questioned10 and it has been postulated that
luminescent centers could play the main sensitization role
instead of the Si-nc. In any case, although it seems clear that
the low percentages are mainly related with the short range
a兲
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interaction distance of the energy transfer process and could
be progressively improved,11 it has been additionally proposed that up to several tens percent of the remaining Er
content could not be even optically active,6,12 i.e., not able to
emit light even if pumped directly. In samples with a significant Er3+ coupled content, the inactive population starts to be
a pressing issue to address a further optimization of the material. Hence, it turns essential to study the optical properties
of the optically active Er3+ content and quantify accurately
its concentration 共NEr兲, which is proportional to the maximum potential internal gain that the material would provide.
The coupled Er3+ content should be thus compared to NEr
and not to the total content.
In this work we have assessed NEr in samples with high
coupled Er3+ content by performing quantitative measurements of the Er3+ population found in the 4I13/2 state 共N2兲 as
a function of the photon flux 共⌽兲 when pumping the ions at
0.98 m 共resonant to the direct 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition兲.
Such a pumping wavelength only allows direct excitation of
Er3+ ions, since exciton formation within the Si-nc is very
improbable. This is a key point of the present work because
it both prevents indirect excitation and ensures no energetic
exchange from directly excited Er3+ to the Si-nc. In fact,
when pumping resonantly with Er3+ transitions at wavelengths in the UV-visible region, excitons are created within
the Si-nc. Under these pumping conditions, it has been postulated the possibility that excited ions relax nonradiatively
by transferring the energy to the confined carriers, producing
an allowed carrier excitation among intraband levels.9 This
effect would not distinguish if the excitation has been done
by direct or indirect excitation and would reduce the excited
state population with respect to a case where no excitons are
present.
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The saturation value of N2 gives the total erbium content
that can actually be inverted, i.e., NEr, among the total one,
N2 =

dirNEr⌽
,
dir⌽ + 1/d

共1兲

where d is the total decay lifetime of the transition and dir
is the direct excitation cross section at 0.98 m. It is worth
to note that if the pumping flux is low enough to neglect the
product dir⌽ with respect to the inverse of d a linear approximation with ⌽ of Eq. 共1兲 is valid 共N2 ⬇ dirdNEr⌽兲. In
any case, in order to apply Eq. 共1兲 accurately, the exact values of d and dir should be determined independently for
each sample under study. However, the direct quantification
of dir for these purposes is generally skipped and its value is
assumed to be that of Er in a stoichiometric SiO2 matrix,
giving rise to an important uncertainty in the NEr extracted
values.12,13 The main reason for the lack of dir values in the
UV-visible region is the mentioned enhancement of eff,
which, in addition, is a magnitude that depends on the distance of the particular ion with respect to the Si-nc surface.8
In the spectral region of the 4I15/2 → 4I13/2, 4I11/2 transitions,
the accurate determination of dir is also not straightforward.
In fact, with the absorption techniques used in Refs. 13 and
14, it is only possible to extract the optical losses of the
ab
ab
, where NEr
is
material that are given by the product dirNEr
ab
3+
the Er content able to absorb light. NEr is an unknown
quantity that could be lower than the total content and
greater than NEr. In this work we present a different approach
based on time resolved -photoluminescence 共-PL兲 measurements that has allowed the first direct assessment of the
spectral dependence of dir around 0.98 m for this material.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Two layers have been fabricated with the magnetron
sputtering technique. Sample A was grown at 500 ° C under
argon pressure by the cosputtering of three targets 共SiO2,
Er2O3, and Si兲,15 while sample B was deposited at 100 ° C
under argon-hydrogen mixture by the cosputtering of pure
SiO2 and Er2O3 targets.16 These samples are the result of an
optimization process until achieving maximum PL signal and
total lifetime under 476 nm excitation, which is not resonant
with an Er3+ direct transition. The compositions of the
samples were measured x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
and secondary ions mass spectroscopy: 8.5 at. % of Si excess and 3.6⫻ 1020 Er/ cm−3 for sample A and 5 at. % of Si
excess and 3.4⫻ 1020 Er/ cm−3 for sample B.16 Both layers
were annealed at 910 ° C during 60 min in pure nitrogen
flow and have a refractive index of about 1.51 at 1.55 m,
while the thicknesses were 1.36 and 1.22 m for samples A
and B, respectively. In particular, in sample B it was determined an absolute Er3+ concentration efficiently coupled to
the Si-nc of 3.6⫻ 1019 cm−3, i.e., 11% of the total Er
content.17 A soda-lime 1.3 mm thick sample supplied by
Corning, doped with Er to a density of 0.7⫻ 1020 at/ cm3,
was used as a reference.
Quantitative continuous wave PL experiments were performed by pumping with a 975 nm semiconductor laser

共⬃0.2 W maximum power兲 focused with a 15 cm focal
length lens onto a surface of 5 ⫻ 10−4 cm2 over the samples,
which allowed achieving pumping photon fluxes 共⌽兲 as high
as 1021 ph/ cm2 s. Since the depth of focus of the lens is
much longer than the studied samples thicknesses, the pump
spot surface can be assumed as constant along them. The PL
emission was analyzed with a monochromator and detected
with an InGaAs photomultiplier tube. The quantification of
N2 was accomplished by calibrating our detection system
with the reference sample, in which the Er3+ concentration is
fully active and whose cross sections and radiative and total
lifetimes are known. The theoretical photon flux emitted
共⌽em兲 by this sample at a certain pumping photon flux is
calculated and used to calibrate the detection system. After
this calibration procedure, the emitted flux from any sample
can be directly calculated from a PL measurement.
N2 can be related with ⌽em in the following way:
N2 =

⌽emrad
,
V

共2兲

where V is the pumped volume. The radiative lifetime 共rad兲
was estimated to be 16 ms in the studied samples taking into
account the change in the refractive index with respect to the
pure SiO2 case 共rad = 18 ms兲 in accordance with Ref. 18.
For determining dir we have done time resolved -PL
measurements, where the pump laser has been modulated
externally. The rise and decay lifetimes 共r, d兲 of the
1.55 m PL signal were determined as a function of ⌽ in a
high ⌽ regime 共⌽ ⬎ 1022 ph/ cm2 s兲. For a quasitwo level
system under these experimental conditions it is possible to
demonstrate that8
1 1
− = dir⌽.
r d

共3兲

It is worth noting that, since the expected cross section is
very low 共⬃10−21 cm2兲 very high fluxes are required to observe non-negligible differences between the rise and decay
lifetimes.
The setup scheme used for performing these measurements is shown in Fig. 1共c兲. The laser beam was passed
through a beam splitter while a charge-coupled-device
共CCD兲 camera was placed on the remaining free optical line.
For achieving the required high ⌽ it was focused into a
micrometric spot 共3 ⫻ 10−7 cm2 area兲 by a microscope objective. It is worth noting that the spot surface is more than
three orders of magnitude smaller than in the case of the
standard PL measurements reported before. The CCD camera allows observing the dimensions of the pumping spot on
the sample when the latter is on the focus of the objective.
Figure 1共b兲 shows the real image of the laser spot on the top
of a reference structure that is 32 m wide. This setup has
been also used for performing PL measurements at high ⌽.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1共a兲 we show the actual time-resolved 共TR兲-PL
measurement. The 1.55 m PL signal temporal behavior of
sample A when the pump is switched on 共rise兲 and off 共decay兲 is presented. The rise PL signals have been measured
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FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 共a兲 Experimental PL rise for high 共squares兲 and low
共circles兲 ⌽ inverted and normalized for clarity, and PL decay 共triangles兲. The
dashed lines are the single exponential fits of the experimental data. 共b兲
Analysis of the spatial energy distribution of the pumping spot on the surface of a 32 m waveguide. 共c兲 Scheme of the experimental setup built for
the -PL time resolved experiments.

for minimum 共circles兲 and maximum 共squares兲 photon flux.
The lifetime of the rising signal noticeably increases by lowering ⌽, converging to the PL decay lifetime 共triangles兲 at
low ⌽. All the set of decaying and rising signals fit very well
to a single exponential law 共dashed-dotted lines兲, thus allowing the determination of r and d. The decay lifetimes were
determined to be 4.2 ms for sample A and 4.8 ms for sample
B independently of ⌽.
In the inset of Fig. 2 we represent the left part of Eq. 共3兲
as a function of ⌽ for both samples. The slope of the linear
fit, which has been forced to pass by zero, gives
dir共975 nm兲 = 3.1⫾ 0.5⫻ 10−21 cm2, which is roughly the
same for the two samples under study.
The PL signal corresponding to the 4I11/2 → 4I15/2 transition observed in those samples 共Fig. 2, dashed curve兲 is, in a
first approximation, proportional to the emission cross section em. Thus, it is possible to relate the latter with dir by
using McCumber theory,19 which results in
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 PL emission 共dashed line兲 corresponding to the
4
I11/2 → 4I15/2 transition. It has been obtained by pumping at low ⌽ at 488
nm. The solid curve shows the extracted spectrum for the excitation cross
section of the 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition. The dashed-dotted gray curve shows
the spectrum of the pump laser used in the present study. 共Inset panel兲
Difference of the inverses of the rise and decay lifetimes as a function of ⌽
for samples A 共gray circles兲 and B 共black triangles兲. The dashed curve corresponds to the fit using Eq. 共2兲.
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FIG. 3. N2 as a function of ⌽ 共in log-log scale兲 for samples A 共gray circles兲
and B 共black triangles兲 together with their respective fits using Eq. 共1兲. The
different achievable concentration levels are also represented as horizontal
lines. The inset represents the low ⌽ set of data for sample B in a linear
scale together with a linear fit using the low flux approximation of Eq. 共1兲.

冋

dir共兲 = em共兲exp

册

hc
共1/ − 1/m兲 ,
kT

共4兲

where m is defined as the wavelength of the transition between the lowest levels of the two manifolds involved. We
have applied Eq. 共4兲 to the PL spectrum to extract the spectral shape of dir and then normalized the resulting curve by
using the measured value at 975 nm in order to have the
actual values. The result is the spectral dependence of the
dir for the 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition 共Fig. 2, solid curve, left
axis兲.
At the maximum of the transition the extracted dir is
9.0⫾ 1.5⫻ 10−21 cm2, whereas the values found in the literature for Er3+ doped silicate glasses without Si excess are all
about 2 – 5 ⫻ 10−21 cm2 at the peak wavelength.20 The observed twofold enhancement in the material under study is
associated to differences in the effective crystal field potential at the ion site,20 since the refractive index difference with
respect to the silicate cases is too small 共less than 3%兲 to
have a significant effect. This small enhancement is quite
consistent with the one recently reported for the 4I15/2
→ 4I13/2 transition,13,14 although the determination of those
values have the limitations described previously.
In Fig. 3 we show the quantitative determination of N2
for both samples as a function of ⌽. Two ranges of ⌽ are
reported: low ⌽共1020 – 1021 ph/ cm2 s兲 obtained with the
standard PL setup 共calibrated as described previously兲 and
high ⌽共1022 – 1023 ph/ cm2 s兲 obtained with the -PL setup.
Since the linear approximation of Eq. 共1兲 is valid in the low
⌽ range and d and dir are already known, it is possible to
extract NEr from the slope of the linear fit. This is reported in
the inset of Fig. 3 for the case of sample B and the extracted
value is NEr = 0.64⫻ 1020 cm−3, which is only 19% of the
total Er3+ content present in this sample 共3.4⫻ 1020 cm−3兲.
The PL data obtained at high ⌽ showed for both samples
a sublinear behavior, which indicates that the linear approximation made for low fluxes is no longer valid and the saturation of N2 is starting to be achieved. In order to extract the
quantitative data of N2 at high ⌽ it is not possible to use the
reference sample for calibrating the -PL setup since the
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depth of focus of the objective 共tens of micrometers兲 is significantly smaller than the reference sample thickness 共1.3
mm兲. This makes ⌽ vary significantly along this sample as
the beam spot changes its surface so that the determination
of ⌽em requires the resolution of a complex integral. This is
not an issue on samples A and B since the thickness of the
active layer is small enough with respect to the depth of
focus, so ⌽ 共and, thus, N2兲 can be considered constant.
Therefore, in order to determine the total flux emitted by
a sample 共and thus extract N2 from the high ⌽ PL signals
taken兲 we have used the N2 data taken at low ⌽ for sample B
and then normalized the high ⌽ data by a factor that optimizes the fitting using Eq. 共1兲 共after introducing the measured values of d and dir兲. This procedure has allowed us to
extract a value of NEr = 0.64⫻ 1020 cm−3 for sample B,
which is the very same value obtained by using only the
points at low ⌽, demonstrating the reliability of the followed
procedure for calibrating the -PL setup.
The high flux N2 data of sample A have been represented
together with the low flux data and fitted afterwards using
Eq. 共1兲. A further demonstration of the accurate calibration of
the -PL setup is that the fitted curve reproduces quite well
both set of data obtained with different setups.
Although it has already been stated that dir and the total
Er3+ content are roughly the same for both samples, N2 is
visibly higher for sample A. Indeed, for sample A we have
obtained NEr = 0.97⫻ 1020 cm−3 共26% of the total Er3+ content, i.e., 3.6⫻ 1020 cm−3兲, slightly greater than what is obtained for sample B. These values are compatible with those
reported for example in Ref. 6, although in that case the data
were extracted by pumping in the visible and assuming a
direct cross section equal to that of Er3+ in stoichiometric
SiO2.
With the determined values for NEr the potential gain in
an amplifier will be reduced by at least a factor of 3 with
respect to what would be given by the total Er3+ content. For
sample B, this quantity can be compared with the indirectly
excitable concentration that is able to emit light, revealing
that about 53% of the optically active content 共11% of the
total content兲 is coupled to the Si-nc and thus invertible by
indirect excitation. This means that in principle it is possible
to invert the population of optically active Er3+ by exploiting
the indirect excitation of Si-nc.
If the remaining erbium content that is not emitting light
is either 共i兲 totally inactive or 共ii兲 unable to efficiently emit
light 共although being able to absorb it兲 remains an open issue
out of the scope of this paper. Further spectral quantitative
measurements of the direct absorption coefficient would be
required for determining the Er3+ concentration able to absorb light, which is not possible to be extracted from PL
measurements. In our opinion hypothesis 共ii兲 is more reasonable since various possible configurations of Er3+ within the
matrix could efficiently quench the radiative recombination
paths. At this stage, we can only speculate that, since experimentally the PL single exponential decays are independent
on ⌽ with a quite long lifetime the emitting Er3+ population
does not suffer from strong cooperative up-conversion
mechanisms 共otherwise the PL lifetime would be reduced as
a function of ⌽ as the initial value of N2 becomes higher兲.17

Therefore, the hypothesis 共ii兲 would imply the existence of
two completely different kinds of Er3+ ions populations: one
able to recombine radiatively with roughly the same probability and another surrounded by quenching centers where
the radiative recombination probability is negligible with respect to the nonradiative one. A compatible scenario with the
previous statement would be that the nonemitting Er3+ population is placed within the Si-nc or that it suffers from local
concentration quenching effects 共in a way that the excitation
can migrate from one ion to another until it encounters a
quenching center where a local phonon or deformation can
deactivate the excitation兲. Indeed, it has already been reported in bulk glass that the local structure of the material
can vary, such that clusters of ions can form in one region
whereas another region might have isolated ions.21,22 A similar observation has been reported for ion implanted Si rich
SiO2 codoped with Er3+, which could contribute to the low
percentages of indirectly excitable Er3+ content reported.23 It
is possible that further annealing would improve the optically active Er3+ content as reported for example in Ref. 24
in Er3+ doped stoichiometric SiO2 samples. However, following this procedure, we have observed a decreasing in the
Er3+ content that can be excited indirectly.25
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have made a novel study on the optical properties of the directly excited Er3+ ions in an Er3+
doped SiO2 sensitized by Si nanoclusters material, quantifying both the spectral dependence of the direct excitation
cross section of the 4I15/2 → 4I11/2 transition and the optically
active Er3+ concentration. We have observed a twofold enhancement of the direct cross section with respect to the
values reported in the literature for silicate glasses. On the
other hand, it has been demonstrated that, in the best of the
studied samples, 26% of the total Er3+ concentration is able
to emit light at 1.55 m when directly excited, result that
may impact in the potential performances of this material for
amplification purposes.
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